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ABSTRACT
Examining forecasts from the Storm Scale Ensemble Forecast (SSEF) system run by the Center for
Analysis and Prediction of Storms for the 2010 NOAA/Hazardous Weather Testbed Spring Forecasting
Experiment, recent research diagnosed a strong relationship between the cumulative pathlengths of simulated rotating storms (measured using a three-dimensional object identification algorithm applied to forecast
updraft helicity) and the cumulative pathlengths of tornadoes. This paper updates those results by including data from the 2011 SSEF system, and illustrates forecast examples from three major 2011 tornado
outbreaks—16 and 27 April, and 24 May—as well as two forecast failure cases from June 2010. Finally,
analysis updraft helicity (UH) from 27 April 2011 is computed using a three-dimensional variational data
assimilation system to obtain 1.25-km grid-spacing analyses at 5-min intervals and compared to forecast UH
from individual SSEF members.

1. Introduction
Recent National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Hazardous Weather Testbed (HWT)
Spring Forecasting Experiments (SFEs; e.g., Clark et al.
2012a) have begun to address the challenge of providing
useful information on explicitly forecast storm attributes
for severe weather forecasting. Since 2008, one particularly useful diagnostic produced from convectionallowing models run in support of SFEs is hourly
maximum updraft helicity. Updraft helicity (UH), a diagnostic designed for tracking rotation in simulated
storms, is computed by taking the integral of the vertical
vorticity times the updraft velocity between 2 and 5 km
AGL (e.g., Kain et al. 2008). The term ‘‘hourly maximum’’ refers to the maximum value of UH at each grid
point at any model time step within the previous hour
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[Kain et al. (2010); hereafter UH refers to the hourly
maximum quantity].
To test the utility of UH for predicting tornado
outbreak severity, Clark et al. (2012b) hypothesized
that the cumulative pathlengths of simulated mesocyclones diagnosed using UH could serve as a proxy
for cumulative pathlengths of observed tornados. This
hypothesis was tested by computing Pearson correlation coefficients between observed cumulative tornado pathlengths and simulated cumulative UH
pathlengths over 18- and 24-h periods. Simulated UH
pathlengths were measured using a three-dimensional
(in space and time) object identification algorithm
that treats contiguous swaths of UH (which can span
multiple forecast hours) exceeding a specified threshold as objects. Simulated UH pathlengths were computed from a 4-km grid-spacing version of the Weather
Research and Forecasting Model (WRF; Skamarock
et al. 2008) run in real time at the National Severe
Storms Laboratory (NSSL) for the period March–
August 2008–10, and ensemble UH pathlengths were
computed from the Storm Scale Ensemble Forecast
(SSEF) system run by the Center for Analysis and
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Prediction of Storms (CAPS) in support of the 2010
SFE for the period April–June 2010. Clark et al.
(2012b) found that to obtain strong UH–tornado
cumulative pathlength correlations in both forecast
systems, it was necessary to account for whether the
environments in which the simulated UH tracks occurred were favorable for tornadoes. When the lengths
from UH tracks in environments unfavorable for
tornadoes were subtracted from the cumulative pathlengths, the correlation with cumulative tornado
pathlengths improved significantly. Unfavorable environments were considered those in which highbased and/or elevated storms (i.e., inflow is drawn
from an unstable layer above the surface) would be
favored. Also, the correlations between cumulative
UH and tornado pathlengths during spring (March–
May) were much stronger than during summer (June–
August) for the deterministic forecasts. The best
results (correlation coefficient 5 0.84) were obtained
using the ensemble mean cumulative UH pathlengths
from members of the SSEF system used in the Advanced Research core of the WRF (WRF-ARW)
during the period April–May with a UH threshold of
100 m2 s22 and the UH track segments from highbased and/or elevated storms filtered out. Including
the June cases, Nonhydrostatic Mesoscale Model
(NMM; Rogers et al. 2009) members, UH track segments from high-based/elevated storms, and/or only
examining deterministic forecasts resulted in significantly lower correlations. Out of the six UH thresholds tested (25–150 m2 s22 in increments of 25 m2 s22),
the UH threshold of 100 m2 s22 was found to most
reliably predict cumulative tornado pathlengths (i.e.,
UH pathlengths using 100 m2 s22 were closest to a oneto-one relationship with tornado pathlengths). There is
not a physical reason why the threshold of 100 m2 s22
should work best; however, based on our experience
with using UH, the threshold of 100 m2 s22 is very high
and most often delineates only the most intense portion
of a simulated mesocyclone. Finally, it is important to
note that this method does not provide information on
the precise location and/or pathlength of individual
tornadoes.
The current study serves as an update to the ensemble results from Clark et al. (2012b) after adding
35 more cases from April to June of 2011 to the 34
cases from April to June 2010 examined in Clark et al.
(2012b). Additionally, a simple method for deriving
cumulative tornado pathlength exceedance probabilities from the SSEF system UH pathlength forecasts
is presented. We also highlight forecasts from three of
the major 2011 tornado outbreaks—16 and 27 April
and 24 May—in which tornado pathlengths were well
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predicted, as well as two other cases—1 and 17 June
2010—in which cumulative tornado pathlengths were
not well predicted. Finally, UH tracks computed from
storm-scale analyses are compared to forecast UH
from selected SSEF system members for the 27 April
tornado outbreak. The study is organized as follows.
Section 2 contains model specifications and information on the 3D object identification algorithm. Section 3
contains results and section 4 contains a summary and
conclusions.

2. Model specifications and methodology
Clark et al. (2012b) examined forecasts from a version of the WRF-ARW run in real time at NSSL, as
well as ensemble ARW forecasts from the SSEF system
run in support of the 2010 SFE. Herein, only SSEF
system forecasts are considered. In addition to the 34
cases from April to June 2010 examined by Clark et al.
(2012b), the SSEF system dataset is expanded by including 35 more cases (69 total cases) for which the
SSEF system was run during April–June 2011 (16 and
27–29 April; 2–6, 9, 11–13, 16–20, 22–28, and 30–31
May; and 1–3 and 6–10 June). These were all of the
available cases for which data from all the members
used were available. Note that because SFE activities
only occurred on weekdays, the SSEF system was not
run on weekends. The subset of SSEF members examined for both years is composed of the control ARW
member and ARW members with varied physics and
perturbed initial and lateral boundary conditions
(ICs/LBCs)—there were 10 and 18 of these members
for 2010 and 2011, respectively. These members were
chosen because they were the most diverse set of ARW
members from each year, accounting for both model
physics and analysis errors. The diversity in membership was desirable to obtain sufficient ensemble spread
and reliable forecasts. Other members in which the
physics schemes were varied, but the initial conditions were not varied, were not included. Also, NMM
members were not included because Clark et al.
(2012b) found that they degraded the UH–tornado
pathlength correlations when they were included with
the ARW members. Ensemble specifications for the
members used in this study are provided in Table 1, and
further details on all SSEF members from 2010 and
2011 can be found in Xue et al. (2010) and Kong et al.
(2011), respectively. All forecasts had 4-km grid spacing, were initialized at 0000 UTC, and run over a conterminous United States (CONUS) domain (Fig. 1a).
Although the 2011 simulations were integrated for
36 h, only 13–30-h forecast periods are considered
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TABLE 1. SSEF system configurations for ARW members. All members listed were used during 2011 while only the first
10 members were used during 2010. For 2010 (2011), WRF version 3.1.1 (3.2.1) was used. NAMa and NAMf refer to the NAM
analysis and forecast, respectively (12-km grid spacing). ARPSa refers to ARPS 3DVAR and cloud analysis, which uses NAM
analyses as the background. Elements in the ICs column started by a 1 or 2 indicate SREF member perturbations added to
the control member ICs. All members used Rapid Radiative Transfer Model (RRTM; Mlawer et al. 1997) shortwave radiation
and Goddard (Chou and Suarez 1994) longwave radiation parameterizations. Boundary layer schemes included Mellor–Yamada–
Janjic (MYJ; Mellor and Yamada 1982; Janjic 2002); Yonsei University (YSU; Noh et al. 2003); Mellor–Yamada, Nakanishi,
and Niino (MYNN; Nakanishi 2000, 2001; Nakanishi and Niino 2004, 2006); quasi-normal scale elimination (QNSE; Sukoriansky
et al. 2006); and the Asymmetrical Convective Model version 2 (ACM2; Pleim 2007). Microphysics schemes included Thompson
et al. (2004), WRF single-moment six-class (WSM-6; Hong and Lim 2006), WRF double-moment six-class (WDM-6; Lim and Hong
2010), Ferrier et al. (2002), Milbrandt and Yau (2005), and Morrison et al. (2005). Ferrier1 refers to an updated version of Ferrier
et al. (2002). Land surface models included Noah (Chen and Dudhia 2001) and Rapid Update Cycle (RUC; Smirnova et al. 1997,
2000).
Ensemble member

ICs

LBCs

Microphysics

Land surface model

Boundary layer

arw_cn
arw_m4
arw_m5
arw_m6
arw_m7
arw_m8
arw_m9
arw_m10
arw_m11
arw_m12
arw_m13
arw_m14
arw_m15
arw_m16
arw_m17
arw_m18
arw_m19
arw_m20

0000 UTC ARPSa
1 em-p1_pert
1 em-p2_pert
2 nmm-p1_pert
1 nmm-p2_pert
1 rsmSAS-n1_pert
2 etaKF-n1_pert
1 etaKF-p1_pert
2 etaBMJ-n1_pert
1 etaBMJ-p1_pert
1 rsm-p1_pert
1 em-n1_pert
1 em-n2_pert
1 nmm-n1_pert
1 nmm-n2_pert
1 rsm-p2_pert
1 rsm-n1_pert
1 rsm-n2_pert

0000 UTC NAMf
em-p1
em-p2
nmm-p1
nmm-p2
rsmSAS-n1
etaKF-n1
etaKF-p1
etaBMJ-n1
etaBMJ-p1
rsm-p1
em-n1
em-n2
nmm-n1
nmm-n2
rsm_p2
rsm_n1
rsm_n2

Thompson
Morrison
Thompson
WSM6
WDM6
Ferrier
Ferrier
WDM6
WSM6
Thompson
MY
Ferrier1
WSM6
Ferrier1
Thompson
WSM6
Milbrandt–Yau
MY

Noah
RUC
Noah
RUC
Noah
RUC
Noah
RUC
Noah
RUC
Noah
Noah
Noah
Noah
Noah
Noah
Noah
RUC

MYJ
YSU
QNSE
QNSE
MYNN
YSU
YSU
QNSE
MYNN
MYNN
MYJ
YSU
MYNN
QNSE
ACM2
MYJ
MYJ
ACM2

herein to match the 30-h forecast length of the 2010
simulations.
For both years, ICs and LBCs (3-h updates) for the
control member were from North American Mesoscale
Model (NAM; Rogers et al. 2009) analyses and forecasts, respectively. Reflectivity data from up to 140
Weather Surveillance Radar-1988 Doppler (WSR88Ds) and other traditional data, such as surface observations, rawinsondes, and wind profilers, were
assimilated into the ICs of all members using the
Advanced Regional Prediction System (ARPS) threedimensional variational data assimilation (3DVAR)
(Xue et al. 2003; Gao et al. 2004) data and cloud
analysis (Xue et al. 2003; Hu et al. 2006) system. IC
perturbations were derived from evolved (through
3 h) perturbations of 2100 UTC initialized members
of the National Centers for Environmental Prediction’s (NCEP) Short-Range Ensemble Forecast
(SREF) system (Du et al. 2006) and added to the
control member ICs. For each perturbed member, the
SREF member used for the IC perturbations was also
used for the LBCs.

Tornado track length data, as compiled in the National Climatic Data Center publication Storm Data,
were obtained from the Storm Prediction Center (SPC).
Known deficiencies in Storm Data are well documented
and include inconsistencies in reporting practices and
population-dependent reporting density (e.g., Weiss
and Vescio 1998; Gallus et al. 2008 and references
therein).
Clark et al. (2012b) provides a thorough description of the 3D object identification algorithm including limitations. Basically, to be considered an
object, there must be a contiguous region in space
and/or time of at least five grid points exceeding
a specified UH threshold. The algorithm is applied to
the raw UH field without smoothing. Herein, the UH
threshold of 100 m2 s22 is used to define objects,
which was the threshold found to most reliably predict
tornado pathlengths in Clark et al. (2012b). To compute the length of UH objects, each object is divided
into segments according to each forecast hour the
object was present. The latitude–longitude coordinates
for the beginning and end points of each segment are
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FIG. 1. (a) Model domain for the 2010 and 2011 CAPS SSEF systems, as well as the domain for the 1.25-km grid-spacing 3DVAR analyses
created for 27 Apr 2011. The gray-shaded region is the mask over which tornado and UH pathlengths were computed. A legend is provided at
the top. (b) Example of selected UH objects (minimum threshold of 100 m2 s22) identified by the 3D-object algorithm for an SSEF system
member initialized 0000 UTC 27 Apr 2011. The red triangles indicate the start and end points of each object as identified by the algorithm. The
number to the left of each object denotes the order in which the object was identified by the algorithm; corresponding statistics for each object
are provided in the upper left. The ‘‘LEN’’ column is the length between the start and end point of each object; ‘‘TIME1’’ and ‘‘TIME2’’ are
the first and last forecast hours, respectively, during which the object was present. (c) Scatterplot of daily forecast UH pathlength using the
threshold 100 m2 s22 vs cumulative tornado pathlength for the 69 cases covered by SSEF system forecasts during April–June 2010–11. Points
are included for the individual members (light pink dots) and mean of the members (red and blue triangles for 2010 and 2011 cases, respectively). The solid black dots are the means for 1 and 17 Jun 2010 (discussed further in the text). Corresponding correlation coefficients are
shown in the top-right embedded scale along with 95% confidence intervals: ‘‘ALL’’ is for correlations computed from the mean of all
members during 2010 and 2011, ‘‘2011 10mem’’ is only for the set of 10 members that were run in both years, and ‘‘2010 only’’ is for only the
2010 cases. The values inside (outside) parentheses include (exclude) the two cases denoted by black dots. A ‘‘best fit’’ to the ensemble mean
points computed using least squares linear regression is shown by the dark red line. (d) As in (c), but here the portions of UH tracks associated
with elevated and/or high-based storms are not considered. (e) As in (c), but all UH pathlengths are multiplied by the factor 1.44.

found by searching for the farthest west and east grid
points within each segment. Then, segment lengths are
summed to find the cumulative 3D object length. Figure
1b illustrates UH objects that were defined for 27 April
2011 in one SSEF system member.

3. Results
a. Pearson correlation coefficients
To examine how strongly ensemble mean cumulative
UH pathlengths and cumulative tornado pathlengths
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are correlated, scatterplots of daily ensemble member
and ensemble mean UH pathlengths versus tornado
pathlengths, along with Pearson correlation coefficients and associated 95% confidence intervals,1 are
shown in Figs. 1c–e. Here, the ensemble mean cumulative UH pathlength is computed by taking the average cumulative pathlength computed from all the
members. Note, the scatterplots and associated correlations do not include data from 27 April 2011 (discussed later) because it was such an extreme outlier and
could thus have a disproportionate impact on the correlation coefficient. For example, for 27 April the observed cumulative tornado pathlength was greater than
3 times that of the next highest case, and the mean
cumulative UH pathlength was also well outside the
range of the every other case. In Fig. 1c, correlations
derived from raw UH pathlengths are shown, and in
Figs. 1d,e, correlations derived from UH pathlengths
in which UH path segments from high-based and/or
elevated storms have been removed are shown. For
determining whether a UH track is produced by a highbased storm, the height of the lifting condensation level
(HLCL) is used. The average HLCL over all grid points
within a UH object segment present during a particular
hour is computed for the previous hour. If HLCL .
1500 m, the UH track is designated as ‘‘high based.’’
To determine if a UH track is produced by an elevated
storm, the ratio of surface-based convective available
potential energy (SBCAPE) to most unstable convective available potential energy (MUCAPE) is used. If
SBCAPE/MUCAPE , 0.75, the UH track is designated as ‘‘elevated.’’ For further details on discriminating UH tracks from high-based and/or elevated
storms, see Clark et al. (2012b).
After filtering out the UH track segments from highbased and/or elevated storms, it was noticed that two of
the ensemble mean points in Figs. 1d,e fell quite far
from the best-fit line. Subjectively, these points appeared to be outliers and are indicated in Figs. 1c–e by
solid black circles (note, unlike the 27 April 2011 case,
the cumulative tornado and UH pathlengths for these
cases were well within the range of the rest of the
dataset). To quantify the impact of these two outliers,
Pearson correlation coefficients were computed with
and without these two cases. The correlations including
the outliers are shown in parentheses in the top right
of Figs. 1c–e, next to the correlations excluding the

1
Confidence intervals for the correlation coefficients are computed using the cor.test( ) function in the R statistical software
package (R Development Core Team 2012), which computes an
asymptotic confidence interval based on Fisher’s Z transform.
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outliers. Clearly, these two cases have a noticeable
negative impact on the correlations. For the 2010-only
filtered UH pathlengths (Fig. 1d), including the outliers
results in R 5 0.58, while removing them gives R 5 0.85.
Including the 2011 cases lessens the impact of the
outliers, but there is still a noticeable difference—
without the outliers gives R 5 0.86 and with the outliers
gives R 5 0.77. Interestingly, the outliers fall on either
side of the best-fit line. The point nearest the y axis in
Figs. 1d,e corresponds to 1 June 2010; for this case,
relatively long tornado pathlengths were forecast and
did not occur. The point nearest the x axis corresponds to 17 June 2010—for this case, only very short
tornado pathlengths were forecast, but a large tornado outbreak occurred with a relatively long cumulative tornado pathlength. These two cases will be
examined further in subsequent sections in an attempt to diagnose the reason for forecast failure.
Because both of these cases occurred in June 2010,
these two cases were likely the main contributors to the
improvement in correlations that was seen after excluding the June cases from the ensemble results in
Clark et al. (2012b).
Similar to the 2010-only results, the correlations with
cumulative tornado track lengths using the filtered UH
tracks (R 5 0.77 and R 5 0.86 with and without the
outliers, respectively) are significantly higher than those
using the raw UH tracks (R 5 0.47 and R 5 0.55 with and
without the outliers, respectively). Also, addition of the
2011 data has little impact on the correlations relative to
the 2010-only cases when the outliers are excluded (R 5
0.86 for all cases versus R 5 0.85 for 2010 only), but
again, the confidence intervals shrink with the addition
of more cases. For both the raw (Fig. 1c) and the filtered
UH tracks (Fig. 1d), there are only very slight and statistically insignificant differences between the correlations obtained using all 18 members from 2011 versus
those obtained using the 10 members from 2011 with the
2010 configurations. The slope of the best-fit line to the
ensemble mean points (red lines in Figs. 1c–e) becomes
slightly less than 1.0 using the filtered UH tracks (Fig.
1d). Thus, as a simple calibration to bring the slope of
the best-fit line back to 1.0, all of the filtered cumulative
UH pathlengths are multiplied by 1.44 (Fig. 1e).

b. Case studies: Forecast successes
By many metrics (e.g., cumulative tornado pathlengths, fatalities, monetary damage), 2011 had one of
the most destructive tornado seasons on record (e.g.,
Doswell et al. 2012). In fact, using Storm Data tornado
pathlength records from 1950 to 2011, we identified
eight separate 1200–0600 UTC periods during April–
May 2011 (periods chosen to match the SSEF forecasts)
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FIG. 2. (a) Maximum UH from any SSEF system member initialized 0000 UTC 16 Apr 2011 for forecast hours
13–30 (valid 1200–0600 UTC 16–17 Apr). The red/purple shading scheme is for UH produced by surface-based
storms, while the blue/green shading scheme is for UH produced by elevated and/or high-based storms. Tornado
reports (yellow triangles) for the corresponding period are overlaid. (b) Exceedance probabilities as a function of
cumulative tornado pathlength computed from the distribution of SSEF member UH pathlength forecasts. The dark red
line is for 16 Apr, the light red lines are for the 47 other cases in the dataset, and the green line is for the climatological
exceedance probabilities computed from Storm Data for the period 1950–2011 (legend provided at top). The dark red
vertical line marks the actual cumulative tornado pathlength for 1200–0600 UTC 16–17 Apr. (c) Cumulative length of
UH objects for each SSEF member using a minimum threshold of 100 m2 s22. The length of the individual colored
bars that comprise each column indicates the length of each UH object for each member. The colors within these bars
indicate the maximum value of UH within the corresponding object, with red/pink shades corresponding to objects
produced by surface-based storms and green shades to objects produced by elevated and/or high-based storms (color
bars provided on the right side). The bars in the bottom column similarly indicate pathlengths and maximum intensities, but for observed tornadoes where maximum intensities correspond to EF ratings.

in which cumulative tornado pathlengths exceeded the
1-yr return period (in chronological order: 15, 16, 25, 26,
and 27 April, and 22, 24, and 25 May). SSEF system UH
forecasts for the cases on 16 and 27 April, and 24 May,
are displayed in Figs. 2–4 (forecasts were also available for
22 and 25 May, but are not shown here). These figures—
designed similarly to Figs. 7, 9, and 10 in Clark et al.

(2012b)—present graphical displays to efficiently provide information on key ensemble UH object attributes.
Maximum UH from any ensemble member from both
surface and non-surface-based storms is displayed along
with the length and maximum intensity of individual
objects defined using UH $ 100 m2 s22 (panel c in Figs.
2–4). Additionally, a new product displays exceedance
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FIG. 3. As in Fig. 2, but for SSEF system forecasts initialized 0000 UTC 24 May 2011.

probabilities for cumulative tornado pathlengths 0–
5000 km (panel b in Figs. 2–4). The probabilities are
derived from the filtered cumulative UH pathlengths
multiplied by 1.44 for each ensemble member (i.e., the
calibrated points displayed in Fig. 1e) and computed
using the method of Hamill and Colucci (1997, 1998),
which involves finding the location of verification
thresholds (i.e., tornado pathlengths) within the distribution of ensemble member forecasts. Probabilities for
cumulative pathlengths beyond the highest ensemble
member forecast are obtained by assuming that the
probability distribution function (PDF) in this region
follows a Gumbel distribution (Wilks 1995). Exceedance probabilities and return periods based on 1950–
2011 tornado pathlength climatology for 1200–0600 UTC
periods during April–June are also shown in Figs. 2–4.

These climatological probabilities are based on all days
during April–June for 18-h periods corresponding to the
forecasts.
For the 16 April 2011 case (Fig. 2), the general region
with the highest values of maximum UH from any ensemble member corresponded very well with where
the observed tornadoes occurred in Virginia, North
Carolina, and South Carolina. The cumulative tornado
pathlength for the 1200–0600 UTC period was 716 km.
From the plot of forecast UH object attributes for this
case (Fig. 2c), it can be seen that almost all the strong
UH tracks were being produced by surface-based storms.
In addition, the majority of members had cumulative UH
pathlengths greater than 400 km, which translated into
very high probabilities—greater than 70%—for a cumulative tornado pathlength that exceeded the 1-yr return
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FIG. 4. As in Fig. 2, but for SSEF system forecasts initialized 0000 UTC 27 Apr 2011.

period. The actual cumulative tornado pathlength (indicated by the dark red vertical line in Fig. 2) for this
case fell between the 2- and 10-yr return periods and
intersected the SSEF probabilities at about 60%.
The 24 May tornado outbreak was another case
for which UH track length forecasts indicated a high
probability, greater than 60%, for cumulative tornado
pathlength exceeding the 1-yr return period (Fig. 3b).
Indeed, the SSEF probabilities verified very well with
the observed tornado pathlength of 567 km intersecting
the SSEF probabilities at about 55%. However, for this
particular case, most of the tornadoes, especially those
in central Oklahoma and northern Texas, were displaced west of where the highest maximum UH values
were forecast by the ensemble (Fig. 3a). Closer examination of the forecasts revealed that most of the members moved a dryline too quickly east over central

Oklahoma by midafternoon, when in reality the dryline
was still in far western Oklahoma. Recent work examining forecast dryline position errors has revealed that
eastward biases are common in the 4-km grid-spacing
WRF configuration run locally at NSSL (Coffer et al.
2013).
The most severe tornado outbreak of 2011, and one of
the largest tornado outbreaks in recorded history, occurred on 27 April (e.g., Doswell et al. 2012). During the
18-h period 1200–0600 UTC 27–28 April, the cumulative
tornado pathlength was 2949 km with four of the tornadoes rated as being category 5 events (EF5) on the enhanced Fujita scale. The only other comparable
outbreak since 1950 was on 3–4 April 1974 and had a
cumulative tornado pathlength during the corresponding
1200–0600 UTC period of 3964 km. For 27 April, the area
covered by relatively high values of forecast UH from
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SSEF members stretched from Mississippi to Pennsylvania
(Fig. 4a). The highest UH values were forecast over Mississippi, northern Alabama and Georgia, and Tennessee
and matched very well with where most of the tornadoes
occurred. For many of the ensemble members, close to
50% of the UH tracks were designated high based and/or
elevated (Fig. 4c). These non-surface-based UH tracks
mainly emanated from the first of multiple rounds of
strong convection that was relatively well forecast by the
ensemble members and occurred during the early morning
of 27 April before the lower planetary boundary layer
began to destabilize. Note, in Fig. 4a the elevated UH
tracks that occurred earlier in the day are mostly covered
by the surface-based ones that occurred later.
For virtually all tornado pathlengths considered,
27 April exceedance probabilities were highest out of
all 69 cases in the dataset. Furthermore, for extreme
pathlengths exceeding the 10-yr return period, which
corresponds to just less than 1000 km, exceedance probabilities for 27 April were well beyond those of any other
case (Fig. 4b). The actual cumulative tornado pathlength
of 2949 km intersected the SSEF probabilities at about
19%. For all other cases, exceedance probabilities were
very near 0% for this pathlength. This was a very encouraging result, indicating the SSEF system was able to
recognize the relative high probability of a very rare event.

c. Case studies: Forecast failures
For most of the 69 cases covered by the SSEF system
forecasts during 2010–11, the method outlined in this
study for predicting cumulative tornado pathlengths
worked quite well. However, as is made clear in Fig. 1e,
there were two cases in which the mean cumulative UH
pathlength provided a very poor prediction of the cumulative tornado pathlength. Here, these cases are examined in more detail to find some of the potential
causes for forecast failure.
For the first failure case, 1 June 2010, relatively high
values of maximum UH from any ensemble member
(Fig. 5a) extended from southeast South Dakota and
eastern Nebraska into Iowa. The observed cumulative
tornado pathlength was 6 km and these tornadoes did
occur within the general region where the SSEF members were predicting higher values of UH. However, it is
clear from the cumulative UH pathlengths (Fig. 5c) that
cumulative tornado pathlengths were overforecast. Four
out of 10 SSEF members contained cumulative UH
pathlengths from surface-based storms exceeding 500 km
(Fig. 5c), with the most extreme member (s4m8_arw)
containing UH pathlengths of about 1200 km. The
resulting tornado pathlength exceedance probabilities
(Fig. 5b) indicated a relatively high likelihood for a
significant tornado outbreak, with the probability for a
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once every 10-yr outbreak at about 37%. However, it is
also important to note that the overall forecast distribution
was bimodal, with six of the other members containing very
short UH pathlengths. Thus, from a probabilistic perspective, it could also be argued that this forecast verified
well because a majority of members (6 of 10) predicted
short pathlengths and short pathlengths were observed.
Considering the synoptic regime in which this case
occurred, as well as the forecast and observed convective mode for this case, provides some additional
insight. During the day on 1 June, relatively fast mid- to
upper-tropospheric zonal flow was present across the
north-central United States. In SPC’s 1300 UTC day-1
convective outlook it was noted that large-scale forcing
for ascent would be aided over a relatively broad region
centered over Iowa because this region was in the rightentrance quadrant of an upper-tropospheric jet streak
and a subtle short-wave trough embedded in the zonal
flow was approaching from the west. Given the degree of
instability expected along with favorable vertical shear
profiles for supercells, it was expected that supercell
storm structures would develop initially that would
likely produce large hail and isolated tornadoes. Later in
the evening, it was expected that convection would organize upscale into a fast-moving mesoscale convective
system, which would be associated with a damaging
wind threat. Given that SPC forecasters were only expecting isolated tornadoes over a relatively small area, it
seems clear that, although the synoptic regime was favorable for severe weather with isolated tornadoes, the
probability of a tornado outbreak exceeding the 1-yr
return period was much less than that predicted by
the SSEF system cumulative UH pathlengths. Indeed,
SPC’s forecast verified quite well on this day. There were
isolated tornadoes reported in Iowa and Nebraska during
the afternoon as well as numerous large hail reports.
Later that evening, a strong mesoscale convective system
(MCS) formed and tracked across southern Iowa–northern
Missouri into Illinois, producing a swath of high wind
reports. In Fig. 6a, which displays the observed composite
reflectivity valid at 1900 UTC, the scattered nature of the
convection with isolated supercellular structures (e.g., in
northwest Iowa) is evident, with a transition to a mature
MCS 6 h later, as illustrated in Fig. 6d.
Despite the long cumulative UH pathlengths predicted by a few of the SSEF members, all of the
members produced a quite skillful prediction of the
convective evolution. Figure 6b shows simulated composite reflectivity valid at 1900 UTC for a representative
member, s4m8_arw. Although there are displacement
errors that can be seen by comparing the forecast in
Fig. 6b to observations in Fig. 6a, the orientation and
scattered nature of the convection are very similar.
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FIG. 5. As in Fig. 2, but for SSEF system forecasts initialized 0000 UTC 1 Jun 2010.

Furthermore, a couple of the forecast storms had supercellular characteristics similar to what was observed. The
supercellular characteristics of one simulated storm
can clearly be seen from the zoom-in over southwest
Minnesota–eastern South Dakota provided in Fig. 6c.
Here, the path of a simulated mesocyclone is indicated by
the swath of hourly maximum UH . 100 m2 s22 (hatched
area in Fig. 6c), and the location of the mesocyclone at the
time the simulated composite reflectivity is valid is clear
from the instantaneous UH2 (contours in Fig. 6c).

2

The instantaneous UH is computed at a single model output
time using data valid at constant pressure levels rather than constant
500hPa
height as follows: UH 5 wåZ
Z850hPa wzDz 5 (wz 850,700 Dz850,700 ) 1
(wz700,600 Dz700,600 ) 1 (wz600,500 Dz600,500 ), where the overbar indicates a layer average and the subscripts indicate the bottom and
top of the layer (in hPa). Also, w, z, and z are vertical motion
(m s21 ), height (m), and vorticity (s21 ), respectively.

Later in the forecast period, all of the SSEF members developed convection upscale and predicted a
MCS in Iowa or Illinois by 0300 UTC 2 June, which
matched very well the observed convective evolution.
In Fig. 6e, the simulated composite reflectivity from
member s4m9_arw valid at 0100 UTC 2 June is shown.
Of particular relevance in Fig. 6e are the swaths of
UH . 100 m2 s22 over western to central Iowa. From
the zoom-in over central Iowa in Fig. 6f it is obvious
that these UH swaths emanate from circulations at the
leading edge of the convective line. Examination of
the other ensemble members producing relatively
long cumulative UH pathlengths (not shown) revealed similar behavior. In fact, it appeared that the
vast majority of the UH pathlengths were associated
with linear convective modes. Thus, despite the
problems with using UH pathlengths to forecast tornado pathlengths for this case, the forecast convective
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FIG. 6. (a) Observed composite reflectivity valid 1900 UTC 1 Jun 2010. (b) The 19-h forecast composite
reflectivity valid 1900 UTC 1 Jun 2010 from member s4m8_arw (see Table 1 for configuration). The small box
shows the area pictured in (c) and black contours show maximum UH greater than 100 m2 s22 from forecast
hours 18 to 19. The dark to light purple contours, starting at 50 s2 s22 and increasing in increments of 50 s2 s22,
depict the instantaneous UH valid at 1900 UTC (for details on instantaneous UH computation, see the text).
(c) As in (b), but for the zoomed-in region. Also, hatching is added to the region with maximum UH greater than
100 m2 s22 and 850-hPa wind vectors are shown (vector scale shown at bottom right). (d)–(f) As in (a)–(c), but
the observations and forecasts are valid at 0100 UTC 2 Jun.
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FIG. 7. As in Fig. 2, but for SSEF system forecasts initialized 0000 UTC 17 Jun 2010.

evolution from the SSEF ensemble was actually very
accurate. Although tornadoes are not uncommon with
linear systems, examining tornadoes that occurred
from 1998 to 2000, Trapp et al. (2005b) found that
linear modes only accounted for about 18% of all
tornadoes, while accounting for a disproportionate
number of the weak (EF0 and EF1) tornadoes. Thus, it
would seem that to enhance the utility of the cumulative UH–tornado pathlength relationship for the
type of case that occurred on 1 June 2010 data mining/
image processing algorithms need to be developed that
can distinguish the convective mode from which UH
emanates.
The other forecast failure occurred on 17 June 2010.
For this case, a curved swath of maximum UH from
any ensemble member extended from North Dakota
to Minnesota and into Iowa (Fig. 7a). However, the
maximum values of UH were not particularly high

in any of the members, which resulted in relatively short
cumulative UH pathlengths (Fig. 7c). The probability
of exceeding a 1-yr return period outbreak on this day
was less than 5%, but the observed cumulative tornado
pathlength for this day was 547 km (Fig. 7b, vertical red
line marks observed cumulative tornado pathlength),
which came close to exceeding the threshold for a 2-yr
return period outbreak.
Again, consideration of the synoptic regime as well
as the forecast and observed convective mode for this
case can provide some additional insight. On 17 June,
a high-amplitude, negatively tilted upper-level trough
and associated midtropospheric jet streak was pivoting
northeastward into the north-central United States. The
SPC’s 1300 UTC day-1 convective outlook indicated
they were expecting strong height falls across North and
South Dakota to provide dynamic forcing for ascent.
Relevant surface features included a surface low
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pressure center moving northeast from western South
Dakota to central North Dakota with an occluding
frontal boundary and cold frontal boundary stretching
to the south that was expected to surge eastward into
South Dakota, Nebraska, Minnesota, and Iowa. Given
the moderate instability that was expected to develop in
the warm sector coinciding with very favorable deep and
lower-layer shear profiles, the SPC was expecting widespread severe weather with the potential for tornadoes,
one or two of which could be strong. In fact, storm survey
teams rated four tornadoes EF3 and four EF4.
Given the favorable environmental parameters
that were present for a tornado outbreak, it was puzzling why the SSEF system members did not produce
higher values of UH. An examination of forecast
height and wind fields (not shown) did not reveal any
particularly large errors at the synoptic scale, and in
our experience with using UH as a forecasting tool for
tornadoes, the cases where there is an obvious largescale signal for a potential tornado outbreak seem to
have the most reliable cumulative UH pathlength
forecasts. Furthermore, all of the SSEF system members developed convection that included many discrete cells within forecast environments favorable for
rotating storms. One such forecast valid 2200 UTC
from the control member (s4cn_arw) is illustrated
in Fig. 8b; note the discrete nature of forecast storms,
but that these storms were not strongly rotating (Fig. 8c).
In fact, none of the storms pictured in Fig. 8c contained
UH . 100 m2 s22 and this lack of strong rotation was
typical of the other ensemble members, as well.
It was speculated that higher horizontal resolution
might be required to adequately resolve mesocyclones
in this case. It is not clear why this particular case
would require higher resolution while in other cases
4-km grid spacing was adequate to resolve strong
mesocyclone-scale rotation, but it happens to be easily
testable. During the 2010 SFE, CAPS ran a version of
the WRF configured exactly as the control member of
the SSEF system except with 1-km grid spacing. The
1-km forecast (Fig. 8d) predicts storms in the same
general regions as the 4-km simulation (Fig. 8b), but
with finer detail and structure. Also, as evident from
the zoom-in over west-central Minnesota (Fig. 8e),
many of the 1-km simulated storms have strong mesocyclones and well-defined supercellular structures.
One storm in particular, shown in Fig. 8f, has very
well-defined supercell characteristics, including a
hook-echo feature and a deep rotating updraft within the southeast quadrant of the storm, as indicated
by instantaneous UH exceeding 800 m2 s22. The storm
even appears to be splitting at this time, with the ‘‘left
mover’’ moving away to the north. Note, because the
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vorticity and vertical velocity scale with model grid
spacing, it is expected that the 1-km simulations will
contain higher values of UH. Thus, the difference in UH
magnitude alone does not necessarily imply more realism, and without a much more thorough analysis it is
not known what threshold of UH from the 1-km simulations would give reliable cumulative tornado pathlength forecasts. On the other hand, the supercellular
storm structures that were mainly only seen in the 1-km
grid-spacing forecasts do more accurately reflect the
type of storms that occurred in this case. Examining in
more detail why there were such striking differences
between the 1- and 4-km grid-spacing solutions is beyond the scope of this study, but clearly it is a worthwhile topic for future research.

d. Storm-scale 3DVAR analyses of UH for 27 April
To gain further insight into the 27 April tornado
outbreak, a 3DVAR system (Gao et al. 2004) developed for ARPS (Xue et al. 2000, 2001, 2003) is used
to construct 5-min, 1.25-km grid-spacing analyses for
the period 1500–0300 UTC 27–28 April over an approximately 1200 km 3 1000 km domain (Fig. 1a) that
covered most of the outbreak. The ARPS 3DVAR
system was designed especially for storm-scale data assimilation and detection of mesocyclones. The system
uses a recursive filter (Purser et al. 2003a,b) with a mass
continuity equation and other constraints incorporated
into a cost function. Radial velocity data from nearby
WSR-88D radars as well as other available surface
observations are assimilated with NAM analyses used
as the background, and reflectivity data are assimilated
using a cloud analysis system (Hu et al. 2006). Because
the 3DVAR analyses contain a three-dimensional depiction of the wind field, the same formulation used to
compute UH in the SSEF system forecasts can be applied to this analysis dataset. Further details of the
3DVAR system are described in Gao et al. (2009) and
references therein.
These 3DVAR analyses were generated with the
same system used for the 2010 and 2011 NOAA/HWT
Experimental Warning Program (EWP) Real-Time 3D
Radar Data Assimilation Experiment (Smith et al.
2010; Gao et al. 2011, 2013). Also, it is important to
note that the UH fields computed from the 3DVAR
analyses and SSEF members are still far from an ‘‘apples to apples’’ comparison. Among other things, the
spatial resolution, modeling systems, and sampling intervals are inconsistent. For example, UH from SSEF
system forecasts is the maximum value from any model
time step (typically 25 s) within a 1-h period, while UH
results in the 3DVAR analyses are instantaneous
values computed at 5-min increments. Nevertheless,
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FIG. 8. (a) Observed composite reflectivity valid 2200 UTC 17 Jun 2010. (b) The 22-h forecast
composite reflectivity valid 2200 UTC 17 Jun 2010 from member s4cn_arw (see Table 1 for configuration). The small box shows the area pictured in (c) and black contours show maximum UH
greater than 100 m2 s22 from forecast hours 21 to 22. The dark to light purple contours, starting at
50 s2 s22 and increasing in increments of 50 s2 s22, depict the instantaneous UH valid at 1900 UTC
(for details on instantaneous UH computation, see the text). (c) As in (b), but for the zoomed-in
region and the lowest model level reflectivity is pictured. Also, hatching is added to the region with
maximum UH greater than 100 m2 s22 and 850-hPa wind vectors are shown (vector scale shown at
bottom right). (d) As in (b), but forecasts are from a 1-km grid-spacing configuration of member
s4cn_arw. The black contours are for UH greater than 300 m2 s22 and the contours for instantaneous
UH go from 250 to 300 and then up to 900 m2 s22 in increments of 100 m2 s22. (e) As in (d), but for
a zoomed-in region and the lowest model level reflectivity is pictured. The small box shows the area
pictured in (f), hatching is added to the region with maximum UH greater than 300 m2 s22, and
850-hPa wind vectors are shown. (f) As in (e), but for a zoomed-in region.
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FIG. 9. (a) Maximum UH over the period 1500–0300 UTC 27–28 Apr 2011 computed from a radar-data-assimilating 1.25-km gridspacing 3DVAR analysis constructed at 5-min intervals. (b) As in (a), but only 3D UH objects are plotted (see text for further information). (c) As in (b), but a ‘‘translating smoother’’ is applied to the 3D UH objects (see text for further information). The small boxes
in (a)–(c) show the areas plotted in (d)–(f). (d)–(f) As in (a)–(c), respectively, except for a zoomed-in region and data outside of AL are
masked out. The black lines indicate tracks of tornadoes that occurred during the 1500–0300 UTC period.

the analyzed UH gives a clear signal for mesocyclone
tracks, as shown in Fig. 9. Furthermore, when comparing the 3DVAR analyses to simple radar-based
observations of azimuthal shear for multiple supercell
cases, Gao et al. (2009) and Smith et al. (2010) found
that mesocyclones diagnosed by the 3DVAR system
line up very well with those diagnosed from raw radial
velocity data. Thus, the 3DVAR system should be a
promising verification tool for high-resolution forecasts. Further work using NSSL’s Warning Decision
Support System-Integrated Information (WDSS-II;
Lakshmanan 2002) software package to display UH
in real time from storm-scale 3DVAR analyses was
conducted during the 2012 NOAA/HWT Experimental
Warning Program Real-Time 3D Radar Data Assimilation Experiment.
To compute aggregate statistics on analyzed UH
tracks, as well as to remove some of the noise in the
raw UH fields so that the analyzed mesocyclones
could be better visualized, a procedure was devised to

retain (or filter) only the UH from coherent mesocyclone tracks. This was done by defining 3D UH objects
using ‘‘double thresholding’’: if a contiguous area of at
least 300 grid points (in space and time) has UH $
10 m2 s22 and anywhere within this area has UH $
60 m2 s22, the area is considered a 3D object and all
the grid points outside objects are set to zero. Double
thresholding was necessary for the analyses because
the most intense values of UH associated with individual
mesocyclones oftentimes would not overlap over consecutive times, but overlap was easily achieved using
a very low UH threshold. This behavior was not a problem in the model data because UH is sampled much more
frequently (i.e., every model time step). An additional
step was taken to manually remove broad and/or irregularly shaped UH objects clearly emanating from linear
convective systems rather than mesocyclones. The specific thresholds and minimum number of grid points
used for the filter were chosen subjectively based on
experimentation with a number of different values. After
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the 3D objects were defined, the final step was to apply a ‘‘translating smoother.’’ This involved computing
the centroid of a 3D UH object at each time it was
present. Centroids for each object at immediately adjacent
times were then ‘‘connected’’ by straight-line segments.
Along each straight-line segment, points were defined at
1-km increments. At each point along a segment, the two
UH objects connected by the segment were translated using their centroid coordinate to the point, and a weighted
average (weights were a linear function of the distance of
each UH object to the point) of UH was computed between the two translated objects. Because of overlap with
previous points, the maximum values of UH were always
retained. For example, if the weighted average UH at
a grid point from two translated objects was not greater
than the previous value of UH at that grid point, the
previous value of UH was retained. The translating
smoother could be viewed as estimating the spatial distribution of the analyzed UH given continuous sampling, rather than 5 min, and thus allows for a better
comparison with UH from the SSEF system members.
Also, in this application it worked very well for removing the numerous circle-shaped maxima in UH that
composed many of the tracks, which can be seen by
comparing Fig. 9e to Fig. 9f.
After applying the filter and translating smoother,
a total of 64 UH tracks were identified in the 3DVAR
analyses. The longest track was about 728 km and
12 tracks were over 300 km long. The cumulative UH
track length was 10 895 km. For the corresponding
time period, the cumulative tornado track length
was 2882 km. In Figs. 9d–f, tornado tracks over the
Birmingham, Alabama, National Weather Service
(NWS) County Warning Area (CWA)3 are displayed
along with analyzed UH tracks. Most of the tornado
tracks lined up quite well with an analyzed UH track,
although there were a couple of exceptions. If it
is assumed that all tornado tracks were associated
with an analyzed UH track, it can be estimated that
roughly 26% of the analyzed UH track length was
associated with an observed tornado. Although Trapp
et al. (2005a) analyzed mesocyclone events, they
found a similar percentage of tornadic mesocyclones
examining radar data over a 3-yr period.
For a model versus analysis comparison, the maximum values of UH over the 3DVAR analysis domain
for the 1500–0300 UTC time period are shown for SSEF
system members (Figs. 10c–l; ordered from members that

3

Geographic Information System (GIS) shapefiles containing
the tornado track data were obtained online (http://www.srh.noaa.
gov/media/bmx/042711/shapefiles/042711_StatewideTracks.zip).
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produced the longest cumulative UH track length to those
that produced the shortest) and filtered/smoothed 3DVAR
analyses (Figs. 10a,b). Despite some of the previously discussed differences in model versus analyzed UH, the
magnitude and distribution of UH values are actually
quite similar. This similarity was achieved only after applying the translating smoother; without the smoother
there are many fewer higher UH values (e.g., greater
than 200 m2 s22). Thus, the smoother basically serves to
spread out the higher values to where they would have
occurred in between the 5-min sampling intervals.
Visual comparison of graphics representing observed
and simulated UH fields yields several interesting impressions. For example, none of the SSEF members were
able to completely encompass the entire region over
which the observed UH tracks occurred (blue highlighted
region in Figs. 10a and 10c–l). Also, many of the SSEF
members appear to have UH tracks that are more closely
spaced than observed tracks; for members m17 (Fig. 10c)
and m20 (Fig. 10f), this was especially apparent. Finally,
the general orientation of the forecast UH tracks
matched well with the analyses, and it is also worth noting
that, although many of the individual solutions seemed to
underpredict the area covered by UH tracks, the ensemble maximum (Fig. 4a) highlighted quite well the
region over which the strongest analyzed UH tracks occurred. In addition, neighborhood ensemble probabilities
(e.g., Schwartz et al. 2010; Clark et al. 2011) of UH $
100 m2 s22 within 40 km of a point (Fig. 10b, black and
white shading) capture very well the main corridor of
analyzed UH tracks. In fact, using the neighborhood
probabilities as a forecast for an observed UH track (as
shown in Fig. 10b), the area under the relative operating
characteristic curve (ROC area; e.g., Mason 1982) is 0.92,
indicating a very skillful forecast.4

4. Summary and discussion
Examining April–June SSEF system forecasts run by
CAPS for the 2010 NOAA/Hazardous Weather Testbed
Spring Forecasting Experiment, Clark et al. (2012b)

4
Neighborhood probabilities were obtained by computing the
total number of members with at least one grid point of UH $
100 m2 s22 within a 40-km radius of each grid point divided by 17
(the total number of members for 27 April 2011). For computation
of ROC areas, a grid point was considered a ‘‘hit’’ if it exceeded the
specified probability threshold and contained at least one grid point
from the analyzed filtered/smoothed UH tracks (i.e., those in Fig.
10b) within a 40-km radius. The ROC areas were computed using
the trapezoidal method (Wandishin et al. 2001) and each point on
the ROC curve corresponded to 1 of the 19 possible probability
values from a 17-member ensemble.
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FIG. 10. (a) The 3D UH objects with the translating smoother applied for the period 1500–0300 UTC 27–28 Apr 2011 computed
from radar-data-assimilating 1.25-km grid-spacing 3DVAR analyses constructed at 5-min intervals. The blue shading (also shown
in other panels) was manually drawn to highlight the main corridor of UH tracks. (b) Neighborhood probabilities of UH $
100 m2 s22 within 40 km of a point computed from the SSEF system members valid for the same period as in (a) are shown by the
grayscale shading. The analyzed UH objects from (b) are overlaid (red/yellow shading). (c)–(l) As in (a), but for SSEF system
members (c) arm_m17, (d) arw_m10, (e) arw_cn, (f) arw_m20, (g) arw_m15, (h) arw_m6, (i) arw_m19, (j) arw_m11, (k) arw_m12, and
(l) arw_m14.
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diagnosed a strong relationship between the cumulative
pathlengths of simulated rotating storms and the cumulative pathlengths of tornadoes. A three-dimensional
object identification algorithm applied to forecast UH
was used to measure simulated rotating storm pathlengths. This paper updates those results by including 34
additional April–June 2011 cases (for a total of 69 cases)
from the SSEF system run for the 2011 Spring Forecasting Experiment. The main results were that there
was little change in the Pearson correlation coefficients
between cumulative UH and tornado pathlengths after
including the 2011 cases and excluding two outlier cases
from June 2010. For example, after filtering UH track
segments from elevated and/or high-based storms, correlations went from 0.85 for the 2010-only dataset to 0.86
after including 2011 cases. However, the confidence intervals bounding the correlations noticeably shrank after including more cases.
SSEF system UH forecast examples were illustrated
for three major 2011 tornado outbreaks: 16 and 27 April,
and 24 May. For each of these cases, which occurred
over distinctly different geographic regions, calibrated
cumulative tornado pathlength exceedance probabilities were derived from the distribution of SSEF member
UH pathlength forecasts. For 16 April and 24 May, these
probabilities indicated that cumulative tornado pathlengths exceeding the 1-yr return period were very
likely, and for both cases the actual cumulative tornado
pathlength fell between the 55th and 60th percentiles of
the ensemble and did, in fact, exceed the 1-yr return
period. For 27 April, the exceedance probabilities were
the most extreme out of all 69 cases in the dataset, especially for very long tornado pathlengths exceeding the
10-yr return period. Indeed, 27 April had the second
highest cumulative tornado pathlength over the entire
1950–2011 period, and the 2949-km tornado pathlength
that was observed fell at the 19th percentile of the ensemble forecast. There were no other cases for which
exceedance probabilities at this pathlength were even
above zero, a very encouraging sign that the SSEF system recognized the potential for an extreme event.
SSEF system forecast examples were also illustrated
for the two June 2010 outlier (or forecast failure) cases.
For the 1 June 2010 case, many of the SSEF system
members predicted very long cumulative UH pathlengths, but the observed cumulative tornado pathlength
was very short. Closer examination of the ensemble
member forecasts revealed that they predicted the
convective evolution very well, but that the long UH
pathlengths originated from circulations at the leading
edge of a linear MCS. Observed MCSs often have circulations similar to those in the simulations, but they do
not produce tornadoes nearly as often and as intense as
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those associated with supercellular mesocyclones (Trapp
et al. 2005b).
For the other failure case that occurred on 17 June 2010,
the SSEF system members predicted relatively short
UH pathlengths and in actuality a significant tornado
outbreak occurred with cumulative tornado pathlengths
nearing those for a 2-yr return period outbreak. Comparing a 1-km grid-spacing version of the WRF that
was configured identically to the 4-km grid-spacing
control member of the SSEF system revealed that the
1-km simulations depicted more intense and realistic
supercellular structures than the 4-km simulations. Interestingly, for the other cases, the 4-km simulations
appeared to adequately depict supercellular structures/
mesocyclones. Thus, without conducting more detailed
analyses (which are beyond the scope of this study), it is
not clear why the 4-km grid-spacing runs failed for this
particular case. Nonetheless, analyses of these two failure cases illustrate two potential avenues for improving
the UH–tornado pathlength relationship: 1) accounting
for the simulated convective mode that UH emanates
from and 2) increased model resolution.
Finally, to gain further insight into the 27 April tornado outbreak, a 3DVAR data assimilation system was
used to construct 5-min, 1.25-km grid-spacing analyses
from 1500 to 0300 UTC 27–28 April over a domain
covering the outbreak. From these analyses, UH was
computed using the same formulation as in the model
data. It was found that the analyzed UH clearly delineated tracks of observed mesocyclones, especially
after a filter based on the 3D object-identifying algorithm was applied as well as a translating smoother that
essentially filled in the maximum values of UH that
would have occurred between the 5-min sampling intervals. From the analyses, a total of 64 UH tracks were
identified. The longest was 728 km and 12 tracks were
over 300 km long. From the cumulative tornado and
analyzed UH tracks lengths, it was estimated that 26%
of the analyzed UH track length was associated with an
observed tornado. Comparing spatial plots of analyzed
versus forecast UH, it appeared that none of the SSEF
members was able to completely encompass the entire
region over which observed UH tracks occurred. Also,
many of the SSEF members appeared to have more
closely spaced UH tracks than in the analyses. Finally,
ensemble maximum UH and neighborhood probabilities of UH $ 100 m2 s22 worked very well for delineating the main corridor over which the strongest
analyzed UH tracks occurred, which was also the general corridor over which the most tornadoes occurred.
Extracting information on explicitly simulated storm attributes for severe weather forecasting is a new and potentially very beneficial area of research. Convection-allowing
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models provide much more direct information on convective mode and associated hazards than coarse convection-parameterizing models that can only provide
information on characteristics of the forecast severe
weather environment. Thus, forecasters using convection-allowing models do not have to infer storm mode
from the forecast environment, which can be problematic because of the wide range of storm modes observed
in similar regions of severe weather parameter space (e.
g., Thompson et al. 2003, 2007; Grams et al. 2012). Aside
from forecasting, the UH–tornado pathlength relationship also has potential applications for regional climate
modeling and seasonal forecasting. Once regional climate models can be run with sufficient grid spacing to
resolve mesocyclone-scale rotation, the cumulative UH
pathlengths could prove a useful method for diagnosing
the frequency/severity of tornado outbreaks in future
climates and/or on seasonal time scales.
Aside from inherent predictability issues, challenges
arise because, although convection-allowing simulations
are capable of producing realistic storms, the societal
hazards associated with these storms are not yet fully
resolved at 4-km grid scales. For example, convectionallowing models can clearly reproduce supercell-like
storms with strong rotation at the scale of large mesocyclones, but the models cannot resolve the tornadoes
embedded within the mesocyclones. In some ways, this
problem is analogous to identifying tornadoes using
conventional WSR-88Ds. These radars cannot resolve
tornadoes, but certain characteristics of radar-observed
mesocyclones like strength and altitude (e.g., Trapp
et al. 2005a) can help discriminate between tornadic and
nontornadic mesocyclones. The same is likely true for
simulated storms; certain characteristics of simulated
storms should be related to the unresolved hazards these
storms would produce if they were ‘‘real.’’ Based on the
results from this study, one such characteristic is the
simulated cumulative mesocyclone pathlength (measured using UH), which is related to the cumulative
tornado pathlength. Ongoing work at NSSL also involves extracting simulated storm attributes to predict
maximum hail size and surface wind gusts.
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